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Rural areas in the American West are undergoing a dramatic transition in demography, economics, and ecosystems. Long known as the “Wild” West, the region has been characterized by low human population densities and vast tracts of unsettled or undeveloped land (Wilkinson 1993, Power 1998). For most of the 1900s, the population of many rural areas in the West grew very slowly or even decreased. Because local economies were based on natural resource industries such as mining, logging, farming, and ranching, many residents of the region considered conservation strategies on public lands detrimental to local economic development. Efforts to establish nature reserves and to preserve public lands from commercial development were seen as restricting the use of vital natural resources.

In recent decades, parts of that Wild West have given way to the “New” West (Riebsame et al. 1997). People from throughout the United States have been migrating to the Rocky Mountains and the inland West. With a population growth rate of 25.4%, the mountain West was the fastest-growing region of the country during the 1990s. Surprisingly, rapid population increases are occurring not only in urban areas such as Denver and Salt Lake City but also in rural counties, many of which are gaining population even faster than urban areas (Theobald 2000). Some 67% of the counties in the Rocky Mountains grew faster than the national average during the 1990s (Beyers and Nelson 2000). Consequently, small cities such as Bozeman, Montana, and Moab, Utah, are beginning to experience traffic congestion and sprawl.

Some of the rural population growth in the New West represents an intraregional redistribution of people from the high plains, which continue to lose population (Johnson 1998), to more mountainous areas. Many of the new residents, however, are in-migrants from other regions throughout the United States (Riebsame et al. 1997). The residents of a rural subdivision in a boom county in Montana might include recent arrivals from big East Coast cities, midwestern farms, and the nearest small town. Among the in-migrants are retirees, wealthy young adults, and professionals in computer technology, real estate, and other service industries (Nelson 1999).
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In association with the population expansion, many professional, service, and high-technology businesses are relocating to the region.

It is not yet fully clear why the rate of population growth, economic conditions, and land-use patterns change more rapidly in some areas of the West than in others. Some counties are growing quickly while others in the same region are losing population. Residents are confused about how fast and how much the balance between traditional resource-based industries and the newer high-technology and recreation industries will change. Also, the effects of population growth on land cover and land use are poorly quantified. The rates at which urban and rural residential areas are expanding while agricultural lands and natural habitats are contracting have not been widely analyzed.

There is also uncertainty about why people and businesses are attracted to the mountain West. While improved electronic connectivity and transportation make living and working in rural areas easier (Levitt 2002), considerable impediments remain, including slow or limited Internet access, long distances to markets, the absence of a trained work force, and harsh climate. One view is that the region is attractive despite these impediments because of its “natural amenities,” including scenery, wilderness, outdoor recreation, and wildlife (Johnson and Rasker 1995, Beale and Johnson 1998). Many newcomers speak of the “one-hour rule”: They want to work within an hour’s drive of good fishing, hunting, skiing, and hiking. Taking exception to the traditional view that the environment and the economy are in conflict, many economists in the New West argue that a high-quality environment is the region’s greatest economic asset (Rasker 1993, Power 1998).

Another issue is the influence of human development on ecosystems. There is a general sense in the region that the emerging economy, based on high technology and outdoor recreation, is more consistent with conservation than is the traditional extraction-based economy. Initial studies suggest, however, that the growing population is altering ecosystem processes and biodiversity because of where people are choosing to live and play (Theobald 2000). Increasingly, long-time and new residents alike are opting to live “out of town” in rural areas. Hence, sprawling subdivisions and ranchettes are replacing natural habitats and agricultural lands. At the same time, rates of recreational activity along rivers, in forests, and on backcountry trails are soaring (Laitos and Carr 1999), with native wildlife being displaced as a result (Miller et al. 1998). Besides affecting private lands, development near the boundaries of national parks and other protected parcels may have an impact on those areas as well. Effects on protected areas may include the loss of native species, changes in disturbance regimes (such as wildfire), and the spread of invasive organisms.

**An overview of the present study**

In this study, we focus on the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE) in examining the ecological causes and consequences of demographic change in the New West. In summarizing research that we have conducted in the area since 1993, we address three questions:

- How fast are humans expanding into seminatural landscapes in the rural West?
- To what extent is this in-migration related to ecosystem qualities rather than socioeconomic factors?
- How is human development in rural areas of the West influencing biodiversity in and around nature reserves?

We first describe GYE and quantify socioeconomic and ecological change during the period 1975–1995. We then examine possible socioeconomic and ecological drivers of population growth. The impact of rural residential development on wildlife is then considered, especially its effects in nature reserves. We end by considering implications for research and management in GYE and other western landscapes. Answers to the questions we raise in the present article are important because they may enable growth strategies designed to minimize negative ecological impacts on private and public lands. Beyond their value for conservation, strategies to protect scenery, water quality, wildlife, and the sense of wilderness may also be key to sustaining economic growth in the New West (Rudzitis 1999).

**The Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem**

GYE was originally defined as the range of *Ursus arctos*, the Yellowstone grizzly bear (Craighead 1991). For this study and its broader goals, however, we define GYE as the contiguous area of public lands and surrounding private lands down to and including the high plains that surround the mountainous ecosystem (Figure 1). For the socioeconomic analyses, we considered an expanded area that includes the 20 counties of GYE because socioeconomic data generally are not available at jurisdictional levels finer than the county. GYE’s public lands include two national parks (Yellowstone and Grand Teton), seven national forests, and more than 20 other federal and state jurisdictions (Goldstein 1992). Yellowstone National Park (YNP) is among the best-known nature reserves in the world. The park and surrounding public lands represent a vast area of wild and seminatural habitats. These lands are unique in the lower 48 states in supporting several large carnivores, such as the grizzly bear and free-roaming populations of large ungulates (Schullery 1997). In the privately owned lowland valleys, land use is most likely to be devoted to agriculture, grazing of domestic animals on rangeland, rural housing, and urban development. The 20 counties of GYE had 359,492 residents in 2000, most living in and around small cities and towns.

The region has strong gradients in topography, climate, and soils. The national parks of GYE are relatively high in elevation and center on the Yellowstone Plateau and surrounding mountain ranges. Other public lands are largely at middle elevations on the flanks of the plateau. In striking contrast, private lands are primarily at lower elevations in valley bot-
The Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE) was created through volcanic activity. Hence, soils at higher elevations are largely nutrient-poor rhyolites and andesites with low water-holding capacity (Rodman et al. 1996). Valley bottoms and floodplains contain glacial outwash and alluvial soils that are higher in nutrients and water-holding capacity. Climate severity increases with elevation. The length of the growing season varies from 5 to 6 months in the valley bottoms to about 2 months in subalpine forests (Despain 1990). Much of the precipitation falls as snow. The average snowmelt date varies from about May 1 at lower elevations to July 1 in high-elevation forests.

The vegetation of GYE is a mosaic of forests, shrublands, and grasslands. Coniferous forests drape much of the Yellowstone Plateau and mountain slopes. Arid shrublands and grasslands exist on fine-textured soils from valley bottoms up to midslopes and in the alpine zone. Aspen (*Populus tremuloides*) is distributed in relatively small patches, primarily on moist toeslopes or on fractured rocks. Riparian zones in larger floodplains are dominated by cottonwood (*Populus spp.*) and willow (*Salix spp.*). Unfavorable climate and soils cause primary productivity rates to be low over much of GYE and relatively high only in valley bottoms (Hansen et al. 2000). Both fire and logging are common disturbances in GYE. Approximately 45% of YNP burned during 1988 (Romme and Despain 1989). Logging was common on most of the national forests from 1960 to 1990, but little logging has occurred in recent years.

Like many areas in the inland West, GYE is changing. Movie stars, corporate executives, and many others are relocating there. The local economy is shifting from traditional resource industries to a New West economy based on a mix of the traditional with new sectors such as high technology, real estate, and recreation. Local communities are confronting traffic congestion and rural sprawl as major issues. However, rates of change are poorly quantified, interactions between economy and ecology are hotly debated, and strategies for conserving wildlife across public and private land boundaries are poorly developed.

**Change in GYE: 1970–1997**

To determine how rapidly socioeconomic and ecological conditions have changed in GYE in recent decades and how the patterns of change vary across its 20 counties, we compiled...
data from the US Bureau of the Census, the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the US Department of Commerce, county assessors’ offices, satellite imagery, and other sources for the period 1970–1997. Using these data, we compiled averages for GYE, as well as averages for the GYE counties grouped into three classes of population change over the period 1970–1997: slow (−6% to 14%, 5 counties); intermediate (27% to 58%, 10 counties), and fast (68% to 185%, 5 counties).

**Population size.** The population of GYE increased 55% between 1970 and 1997, a growth rate exceeding that of three-quarters (78.2%) of all counties in the United States (Figure 2). This overall figure masks the wide variation among GYE counties. The population of the five fastest-growing counties in GYE increased 107.2% overall; these counties are in the top 10th percentile of counties in the United States in growth rate. Among this group was Teton County, Wyoming, which contains the Grand Teton National Park gateway community of Jackson, the adjacent Teton County, Idaho, which is a bedroom community for Jackson, and Gallatin County, Montana, which includes Montana State University and the high-technology center of Bozeman. In contrast, five GYE counties grew slowly, at an average overall rate less than 15% over the 27-year period. These counties lie largely on the high plains on the periphery of GYE. Relatively distant from the national parks, these counties had economies that were dominated by agriculture or mining.

**Economics.** The economy of GYE, like that of much of the West, was growing and diversifying away from a reliance on resource extraction and agriculture (Power 1991, Rasker 1991). Mining, oil, gas, timber, farming, and ranching collectively accounted for 19% of total personal income in the region in 1970; by 1995 they accounted for 6%. Over 99% of the net growth in personal income from 1970 to 1995, in real terms, was in industries other than the historical staples of the region. These growth sectors included business, engineering, health care, and other services, which accounted for 26% of net new income growth; and nonlabor income sources, which accounted for another 51% of growth. The economy of the region broadened to include employment in a variety of business and producer services, such as finance, insurance, real estate, telecommunications, software development, research, and management consulting. Many of these were “footloose,” in the sense that the owners of such businesses often were not tied to a particular location and therefore could relocate to desirable areas (Rasker and Glick 1994).

While GYE on average was growing and diversifying, there were differences among counties. The five fast-growing counties conformed to the GYE-wide trend of rapid growth in personal income in nontraditional sectors during 1970–1997 (Figure 3). These counties were characterized by a lack of historical reliance on mining, rapid growth of both professional and service industries, high growth in relatively high-paying services, and relatively modest growth in nonlabor income sources (primarily money earned from past investments and retirement income, or income related to the presence of relatively elderly residents, including Medicare payments). Among these five fast-growing jurisdictions, Stillwater County, Montana, was an anomaly because of relatively stable mining employment secured by a successful platinum and palladium mine, one of the few in the world. Even so, across the five counties, personal income earned in mining represented only 2% of net new income growth.

In contrast, personal income increased much more slowly in the five slowest-growing counties (Figure 4). These counties were more heavily dominated by agriculture and mining in 1970. Both of these

---

**Figure 2.** Human population change in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, 1970–1997. Shown are the overall rate of human population growth in the 20 GYE counties, in the 5 fastest-growing counties, and in the 5 slowest-growing counties, during the period 1970–1997.
sectors saw decreases in total personal income from 1970 to 1997. Growth in service and professional occupations was relatively slow during this period. As a consequence, the most significant contributor of new income since 1970, in real terms, was nonlabor sources, which accounted for 97% of net new personal income. Thus, most counties traditionally dependent upon agriculture and mining experienced relatively slow growth in population size and personal income, with the bulk of this in retirement and investment income. In contrast, some other counties in GYE experienced rapid increases in population and personal income in the service and professional sectors as well as in the nonlabor sector. These trends lead to the question of why some GYE counties are booming while others are relatively stagnant.

**Figure 3. Rate of growth in personal income derived from major economic sectors for the five GYE counties whose human populations were growing the fastest. Gaps in the trend lines indicate missing data.**

**Figure 4. Rates of growth in personal income derived from major economic sectors for the five GYE counties whose human populations were growing the slowest. Gaps in the trend lines indicate missing data.**

**Land cover and land use.** Associated with demographic and economic expansion were changes in land cover and land use. We recently completed the first fine-resolution maps of land cover for the entire GYE. These maps were derived from Landsat satellite imagery for 1975, 1985, and 1995. Here we summarize changes in land cover for the period 1975–1995.

Across GYE, the area of the dominant cover types, conifer and mixed conifer (conifer and herbaceous), decreased by 2% from 1975 to 1995 (Figure 5). This small reduction masked wide changes in the distribution of forest cover and seral stages. The area in conifer (greater than or equal to 70% conifer cover) decreased by 17%, while areas of mixed conifer (10%–70% conifer cover)
increased by 90%. Some areas in conifer in 1975 were subsequently logged, or burned in the 1988 wildfires, and became either burned, herbaceous, or mixed conifer by 1995. Some of the gain in mixed conifer was also due to the encroachment of conifers into nonconifer habitats because of fire exclusion or climate change. Consequently, areas of hardwood (greater than or equal to 70% hardwood cover) decreased by 46%, and mixed hardwood cover (10%–70% hardwood) by 24%, from 1975 to 1995. The area in agriculture decreased by 9%, partially because of conversion to grassland under the Conservation Reserve Program, a federal program that pays farmers to leave marginal croplands fallow. The proportion of land occupied by urban areas increased substantially (348%), largely at the expense of agriculture. Urban expansion occurred mostly at the edges of cities and towns, although entirely new communities, such as the ski resort town of Big Sky, Montana, had been developed since 1970 (Oechsli 2000).

We classified homes outside urban boundaries as rural residential development (RRD). The locations of these rural homes were inferred from county assessor and water-well permit records. These data were available for the Montana and Wyoming portions of GYE. During 1970–1997, RRD increased more than 400% in this portion of GYE. Expansion of RRD was pronounced around population centers. RRD also increased in relatively remote parts of GYE, particularly along the major river valleys coming off the Yellowstone Plateau and the surrounding mountains (Figure 6).

The counties with the highest population growth rates had the largest increases in urban and RRD lands during 1975–1997. The extent of urban area increased 377% in the fast-growth counties, compared with 147% in the slow-growth counties. Similarly, RRD increased by 167% and 36%, respectively, in fast-growth and slow-growth counties.

**Socioeconomic causes and consequences of change**

We suggested in the introductory paragraphs of this article that many of the new people and businesses in the West have been attracted by natural amenities. The contributions of such ecosystem-based factors, relative to traditional socioeconomic factors, however, are little known.

The term natural amenities has not received a standard definition from sociologists. The Economic Research Service of the US Department of Agriculture has devised a “natural amenities index” based on three classes of physical factors: climate, topography, and water area (Cromartie and Wardell 1999). Such factors were selected as representing the base ingredients of natural amenities such as scenery and outdoor recreation. Population growth in rural counties in the United States was strongly correlated with this natural amenities index during 1970–1996 (McGranahan 1999). Surveys of new residents and businesses in counties with high levels of natural amenities found that factors such as scenery, environmental quality, pace of life, outdoor recreation, and climate were more important reasons for relocation than job opportunity or cost of living (Johnson and Rasker 1995, Rudzitis 1999). Rapid population growth was also associated with proximity to wilderness, and residents frequently cited access to wilderness as important to them (Rudzitis and Johansen 1991). Wildlife presence might influence economic development by supporting hunting, fishing, wildlife viewing, and sense of wilderness (Ingram and Lewandrowski 1999). In sum, these studies suggest that emigrants to the New West are seeking mountainous or coastal scenery; access to outdoor recreation, including hiking, fishing, hunting, and skiing; proximity to open space and wilderness; and moderate climate. For the present study, we refer to scenery, outdoor recreation, wildlife, sense of wilderness, and the biophysical factors that contribute to these as natural amenities.

We tested the extent to which biophysical factors were correlated with rates of population growth in rural counties of Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming (Rasker and Hansen 2000). The factors we considered involved climate, topography, water area, forest area, and area in nature reserves. We found that population growth was significantly associated with mountainous topography, forest cover, greater precipitation, and the presence of nature reserves. These results were consistent with the hypothesis that natural amenities contribute to population growth across the three states.

Within GYE, we examined the importance of biophysical factors relative to socioeconomic variables as explanations for
population growth (Rasker and Hansen 2000). As was true in the three-state analysis, biophysical factors explained a significant proportion of the variability in population growth among counties, sometimes as much as 60%. Some socioeconomic factors, however, were also significant. These included education level of the work force, percentage of employment in business services, and the presence of an airport with daily commercial service to larger markets. Ecological and socioeconomic variables together explained 79% of the variation in population growth. These results suggested that any model for economic development should explicitly acknowledge the role that natural amenities play in population growth. Although natural amenities may be a necessary condition for the growth of rural counties in GYE, however, they are probably not sufficient. Socioeconomic factors involving education, labor, and transportation are also likely to be important.

**Consequences for biodiversity**

One measure of how the changes in land cover we have noted are influencing ecosystem properties is the biodiversity of native species. It is widely assumed that increases in urbanization and RRD have a limited influence on wildlife in the public lands of GYE because these developments are confined to private lands, which represent only 36.4% of the land area. Further, the level of human density on these private lands is very low relative to that in much of the United States. Our results suggest, however, that increasingly intense land use has affected many native species in and around the public lands in GYE, largely because of where people live on the landscape.

We focused our detailed analyses on bird species because many species of diverse taxa and life-history types could be sampled within logistic constraints (Hansen et al. 1999, 2000, Rotella et al. 2000, Hansen and Rotella 2002). We first quantified the distributions of native bird species and of bird species richness across the landscape relative to habitat type, elevation, and ownership. We then measured reproductive output of selected species across gradients in natural factors and land-use intensity. We used our empirical data and models of population dynamics to estimate the effects of RRD on two bird species across the study area and within YNP. Finally, based on the results of the bird analyses, we speculated on how other vertebrates may have been affected by land use in GYE.

**Bird distribution.** The analysis was restricted to a 9500-square-kilometer area in the northwest portion of GYE that included the upper Gallatin, Madison, and Henry’s Fork watersheds (Figure 1). Species abundances were sampled during 1995–1997 at 100 sites, which were stratified by cover type, seral stage, and elevation class (Hansen and Rotella 2002). Several biophysical factors were quantified at the sites, including elevation, slope, aspect, specific catchment area, parent material, aboveground net primary productivity, and vegetation structural complexity. A type of multiple regression analysis termed *mixed modeling* (SAS Institute 1996) was used to quantify relationships between bird species richness and total bird abundance and the biophysical predictor variables. The best models were then used to extrapolate bird species richness and total bird abundance over the study area, and these data were analyzed by elevation and land ownership.

We found that bird species richness, total bird abundance, and individual bird species abundances were strongly associated with landscape settings with one or more of three features: lower elevation, the presence of alluvial parent materials, and higher aboveground net primary productivity. Hardwood forests (aspen, cottonwood, and willow) dominated these sites. Extrapolating species richness and total bird abundance across the study area revealed that bird “hot spots” were...
Bird population dynamics. We also evaluated the relative effects of biophysical factors and land use on bird reproduction by monitoring nests of two bird species, the American robin (Turdus migratorius) and the yellow warbler (Dendroica petechia), in two hot-spot habitats—cottonwood and aspen—that differed in elevation and land use (Hansen and Rotella 2002). These species were selected because large samples of nests could be obtained and because these species differ in susceptibility to nest predation and parasitism by cowbirds. American robins aggressively defend their nests against brood parasitism and predation. Yellow warbler nests are commonly parasitized by cowbirds. We estimated nest success using the methods of Rotella and others (2000) and estimated population growth rate ($\lambda$) based on simulated female success, females fledged per successful nest, and published estimates of adult and juvenile survival. Female success was estimated with a stochastic model that incorporated field estimates of nest success, average age of failed nests, and the duration of the nest initiation period by elevation class.

Reproduction of American robins was greater at lower elevations. The longer breeding season in low-elevation stands allowed more time for renesting. Moreover, we found no parasitism of robin nests by cowbirds. The estimated population growth rate for American robins was well above the replacement level of 1.0 in low-elevation stands and close to 1.0 in the high-elevation stands. This suggests that low-elevation habitats might be population source areas for this species and that reproduction rates were lower in high-elevation stands, where the length of the breeding season was shorter.

The population growth rate for the yellow warbler was well below the replacement level of 1.0 at high-elevation sites, most likely because the short breeding season precluded renesting. At lower elevations, despite the longer breeding season, the estimated population growth rate for yellow warblers was also below the replacement level in the low-elevation cottonwood stands. This was probably because of the effects of land use at low elevations and elevated nest predator and cowbird populations. Yellow warbler nest success was negatively related to density of homes within 6 km. Moreover, density of homes within 6 km was higher around cottonwood stands than around aspen stands. The densities of both cowbirds and avian nest predators were positively related to home density and were higher in cottonwood than in aspen stands. Yellow warblers incurred high rates of parasitism in cottonwood (44.2% of nests) and very low nest success.
warbler. Consequently, development on private lands might have reduced the viability of subpopulations at higher elevations in nature reserves.

The yellow warbler is a common species across North America. We selected it for study because its abundance and behavior allowed us to find many nests and to estimate reproductive rates, a task that is very difficult at broad spatial scales. The results for this species are important in that they suggest a mechanism whereby development outside nature reserves may reduce species viability within reserves. This mechanism may apply to other species or subspecies subject to local extinction (within YNP) or to global extinction.

**Implications for other species.** Like the yellow warbler, several other wildlife species that are commonly seen in YNP may not be able to persist there without access to habitats outside the park (Hansen and Rotella 2002). Because the park is located in the mountainous portion of the ecosystem, it may not provide enough of the lowland habitat required by some species. Species dependent upon lowland riparian woodlands may be especially vulnerable. Within the Montana and Wyoming portion of GYE, we found that 57% of the deciduous forest below 2000 meters was within 2 km of a house by 1997. Among birds, the yellow warbler was one of 16 species that we found only in hot-spot habitats. We were able to monitor nests of 12 of these species and found that, on average, 35% of the nests were parasitized by cowbirds in lowland habitats. These species may be at risk in YNP as lowland habitats are increasingly developed for human use (Hansen et al. 1999). Among these species is the willow flycatcher (Empidonax tricolor), whose population has been declining significantly in the western United States and which is listed as endangered in the Southwest. Another rare bird species dependent upon aquatic and riparian habitats in GYE is the trumpeter swan (Cygnus buccinator). Although this species was hunted to near extinction by the early 1900s, a small population was able to persist in GYE. Current reproductive rates for the trumpeter swan in GYE suggest that lowland habitats are crucial to the recovery of the species in the ecosystem. Several species of butterflies, amphibians, and mammals are found primarily in riparian woodlands (Debinski et al. 1999, Oechslin 2000) in GYE. The effects of intensified land use in low-lying riparian areas on the viability of these organisms has not yet been examined.

A mammal at risk of extinction in YNP is the pronghorn antelope (Yellowstone National Park 1997). This grassland species historically migrated between highland summer habitats within the park and essential lowland winter habitats in Yellowstone Valley. Although protected in the park, the population has declined substantially in the past decade, to about 200 individuals. Scientists speculate that farming and RRD in low-elevation habitats have favored coyotes and other predators, producing high mortality rates among antelope when the herd is in the winter range.

### Table 1. Simulated population dynamics of yellow warblers in the study area with and without the influence of rural residences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ownership</th>
<th>Area (ha)</th>
<th>Estimated current population</th>
<th>Simulated net change in annual population without home effect</th>
<th>Simulated net change in annual population with current home densities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>2942</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>–85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public—general</td>
<td>4251</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public—nature reserves</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>–28</td>
<td>–35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>322</td>
<td>–114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In sum, the results indicated that levels of bird species richness and abundance were high only in the small portion of the landscape where biophysical factors were favorable. Because nature reserves in the study area were at higher elevations, avian hot spots were primarily outside of reserves, with the majority located on or near private lands. Nature reserves appeared to be population sinks for the yellow warbler, and possibly for the American robin, because of climatic limitations. Low-elevation hot spots were a strong population source area for the American robin because of their more favorable climate. Land use was more intense near low-elevation hot spots, however, and possibly converted population source areas to population sinks for species that are sensitive to the biotic changes associated with RRD, such as the yellow warbler.
Though not dependent upon lowland habitats, the threatened grizzly bear also appears to face high mortality rates on private lands. As the population of this species recovers in YNP under the protection of the Endangered Species Act, bears are more frequently observed on private holdings in lowlands, where they are killed as a consequence of encounters with hunters and home owners. In and around the Glacier Park–Bob Marshall Wilderness complex in Montana, federal biologist reports that more than 60% of conflicts between grizzlies and humans occur on private lands, even though such lands represent only 17% of the region (Chris Servheen [US Department of the Interior grizzly bear recovery coordinator], personal communication, 21 September 2001). Overall rates of human-induced mortality of grizzlies in the northern Rockies have grown in each of the last 3 years to record levels. Many conservationists argue that higher human population densities on private lands threaten the recovery of this species.

Even fish have been at risk from human impacts in lowland streams. In presettlement times, native west-slope cutthroat trout (*Oncorhynchus clarki lewisi*) and Montana grayling (*Thymallus arcticus montanus*) lived throughout GYE, from headwaters down to major rivers (Varley and Schullery 1998). Subpopulations in headwaters may have been dependent on source populations in lowlands. Mainstream populations were forced to extinction by the introduction of exotic trout species and possibly by habitat changes associated with irrigation and other intense land uses. Headwater subpopulations of grayling also went extinct, even in YNP. (They have since been reintroduced.) West-slope cutthroat persist in headwater streams, but many subpopulations have a high probability of extinction, likely because they no longer receive immigrants from source populations in lowland streams (Shepard et al. 1997).

In sum, our studies of birds, including the yellow warbler, provide evidence of the complex effects on wildlife population dynamics that may result from development on private lands. Such interactions may explain the extinction or near extinction of various species in YNP in the past. Future reduction of native habitats on private lands may further threaten wildlife populations in GYE.

**Sustaining human and ecological communities in GYE**

The present study suggests that communities in GYE are shifting from an Old West to a New West society and economy. Most of the GYE counties that still depend upon traditional resource extraction industries are nearly stagnant both economically and in terms of population growth. In contrast, those counties that feature high levels of natural amenities and socioeconomic traits associated with the new economy are among the fastest growing in the country. These trends suggest that maintaining the quality of natural amenities may promote economic growth in the region. At the same time, many residents are concerned that the growing population, rural sprawl, and high levels of outdoor recreation are degrading these natural amenities and impeding future economic expansion. A crucial challenge facing the New West, then, is how to manage land use in a way that sustains local human communities as well as the ecosystems on which they depend (Clark and Minta 1992).

Conservationists have long emphasized that logging, grazing, and mining have harmed biodiversity and ecosystem health in the West. Our results suggest that the newcomers attracted to the West by its natural amenities may also be affecting wildlife through their choices about where to live and play. We have reviewed the evidence that RRD is altering natural habitats, favoring some wildlife species and reducing the population viability of other wildlife species and increasing the mortality rates of threatened species such as the grizzly bear. Studies of the effects of outdoor recreation on wildlife have not been done in GYE, but initial studies in Colorado suggest strong potential impacts (Miller et al. 1998). There is also concern that RRD is altering ecological processes in GYE. The important role of wildfire in ecosystem health is widely recognized in GYE (Romme and Despain 1989). However, land managers are increasingly reluctant to allow naturally occurring fires to burn on public lands because of the risk to homes in the forest. Also, exotic weeds and diseases increasingly threaten wildlife forage and fish populations in GYE (Varley and Schullery 1997). The spread of these invasive species may be enhanced by RRD and outdoor recreation (Marcus et al. 1998). Just as Americans “mined” the Old West through logging, livestock grazing, and mining (Wilkinson 1993), they might be mining the New West through rural sprawl and extravagant recreational activity.

One implication of our study is that national parks, wilderness areas, and other nature reserves are facing a new set of threats in the New West. The people who are attracted to the lands surrounding the reserves may be shrinking the natural buffers of those reserves and altering the ecosystems within them. National parks are less and less the “vignettes of primitive America” envisioned by Aldo Leopold (Boyce 1998); rather, they are becoming islands of seminatural habitat increasingly altered by the press of humanity around and within them. Managers of these reserves face the very difficult challenge of maintaining ecological processes and native species in the face of the conflicting—even, at times, internally contradictory—wants and needs of the people who live and work in the New West.

A second implication of this study is that local communities may best be able to promote economic growth by maintaining the natural amenities that are so attractive to new residents and businesses. If this is true, policies that favor timber harvesting over scenery, mining over water quality, or intensive livestock grazing over wildlife habitat might actually inhibit rather than expand economic growth. Rather, GYE counties that wish to stimulate economic growth may find it prudent to expand wilderness areas and other public lands, manage land use to protect scenery, ensure that streams and rivers remain free flowing, and conserve wildlife.

The current understanding of the influence of natural amenities on economics is underdeveloped, however. The
specific features of the environment that attract economic development are poorly understood. What are the relative contributions of scenery, outdoor recreation, climate, wildlife, rural living, and low levels of traffic congestion to the appeal of an area? To what extent can some or all of these factors be degraded without rendering an area unattractive? If the large cities of the United States become increasingly unlivable, will rural areas remain relatively attractive even if the natural amenities are substantially degraded? Once a region with high levels of natural amenities grows above a threshold population size, will infrastructure and socioeconomic factors drive continued population growth and economic expansion, regardless of natural amenities?

Clearly, more research is needed on how to retain healthy ecosystems and livable human communities in the New West. Based on current knowledge, however, we suggest that several strategies will help bring about sustainability:

- **Improving understanding of the interactions between ecosystems and economies.** Well-founded information on the economic and ecological consequences of alternative policy approaches is largely lacking in GYE and throughout the West. Objective research is needed on the relative merits of various resource extraction and natural amenity policies for achieving public and private goals.

- **Integrating assessment and management of public and private lands.** Currently, GYE lands are managed within administrative boundaries that correspond poorly to ecological boundaries. Consequently, management plans are often costly and ineffective. New paradigms in land management are needed that lead to assessments and policies organized around and across ecological boundaries and that consider the differing objectives of management jurisdictions. A successful example in the Montana portion of GYE is the cooperative management of elk across the federal, state, and private lands that comprise high-elevation summer and low-elevation winter habitats (Schullery 1997).

- **Developing and using decision-support tools for land management.** Rapid-assessment field studies, remote sensing, geographic information systems, and computer simulation models are powerful tools for landscape assessment and management. These can be used to assess past change and project likely change under alternative management scenarios. Unfortunately, many state agencies and local governments do not have access to such tools because they lack funds or have insufficient technical expertise, or both. Cooperative programs are needed to enable federal, state, and local agencies to share in the development and use of such decision-support tools.

- **Making land-use designations on the basis of ecological and socioeconomic goals.** Sound human judgment and decision-support tools should be used to identify the places in the landscape that would be best suited to either ecological or socioeconomic objectives. Local governments could then use this information in deciding where to place green space, subdivisions, and commercial activities. Our analysis indicates, for example, that protecting avian “hot spots” (which cover only 2.7% of the study area) could significantly advance biodiversity goals. Sound land-use guidance is also needed by environmental trusts and other organizations that are protecting lands through acquisition or conservation easements. Also, the Conservation Reserve Program could be expanded to intentionally protect agricultural lands that are important to biodiversity.

- **Educating the public.** Many home owners, realtors, and recreationists are poorly informed about the ecological consequences of their daily decisions. Rather than assume that public lands and land managers alone can fully protect ecosystems, all citizens need to share in the pursuit of community goals. Education programs are desperately needed to teach citizens how to live more lightly on the land. Similarly, elected officials would benefit from training on the options available for growth management, including conservation easements, citizen-driven planning, zoning, and public finance measures; the fiscal impacts of various forms of development and land use; and integration of scientific information into growth management plans.

To varying degrees, each of these sustainability strategies is now being implemented in GYE. However, with the rapid rate of population growth and the intensification of land use, options for implementing sustainable management approaches are quickly being foreclosed. The continuation of current trends will very likely reduce the ecosystem qualities that most Americans assume are fully protected in YNP, the nation’s first national park. Learning how to sustain GYE will bring benefits that extend far beyond that region. With many of the world’s nature reserves under assault from human expansion onto surrounding lands (Hansen and Rotella 2001), answers for GYE may help guide more sustainable development elsewhere on the planet.
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